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About This Game

Sail to the farthest islands to save your sister and defeat pirates.

You and your sister had finally found a safe haven in a small fishing village. But more troubles came soon after that. The threat
of an unstoppable crew of pirates spread its shadow over the entire kingdom. Your beloved sister was kidnapped by the pirates
and taken far away to lands unknown. You have no choice but to embark on a journey to save her. You must be brave. You will

travel to the end of the world, helping people, fulfilling quests, learning valuable skills, and finding hundreds of useful items.

Explore a beautiful country and sail to far islands.

Help people and fulfill many interesting quests.

Learn skills such as fishing, hunting and gathering.

Find hundreds of useful hidden items.

Reach up to 48 achievements.
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The developers added 30 minutes more worth of content, and called it finished. This game had so much promise when I played
it when it first came into early access. The first 3\/4 of the game is really really good, with very clever and logical puzzles. Then
once you enter the vault its all downhill from there, you'll spend most of the remaining minutes of the game running from a
really generic looking and rather annoying "ghost". Get it cheap or don't get it at all, they really dropped the ball on this one.. In
my opinion this game is a little hidden gem. Not many people play it anymore and its a shame.
Nice clean graphics, simple controls and an interesting "teach your A.I." mode.
From time to time it goes on sale for less than 1e\/1$, buy it, you wont regret it ;). skeleton funi

Pros: loud noises
Cons: no co-op. rusty lake series, great!
. pros:
+british english
+most poetical dialogs I've ever seen (in british english)
+imaginative cursing (in british english)
+puns (in british english)

cons:
-audio is a bit low quality
-not challenging enough. Super simple graphics at the moment. Could be really fun once they refine everything. It's early access,
so some glitches and gameplay issues should be expected.

One thing I think could fix some issues right off the bat is having to pull the trigger or press some button on the controller
before the club will actually affect the ball. I had many times where the ball moved just because of some inaccuracy in tracking
or because I moved the club just a little to close while lining up the shot making the ball move an inch or so. Would be really
nice to be able to prevent that.

I also noticed that the velocity the ball moves is somewhat unreliable. Had many times when I moved the club very quickly and
the ball moved slowly, and others where I didn't move it that fast and it flew across the course. Also had times where collisions
with the ball didn't occur. Unity's physics can be unreliable with small objects and fast moving objects, so I imagine it won't be
long until the developer fixes that issue by using their own raycast calculations or something.

Either way for $4.99 it's a fun little game, and I'm excited to see what happens as it progresses.. Warning play Hard Reset the
original, do not play the Redux one. Extreamly laggy and bugy.. Poor man's Doom 3. It feels like that way first but that's not
even comparable with Doom 3, but you got the point. I will try to be not harsh since it's a dirt cheap game but...

First of all it's low budget, kind of ugly and not even scary "horror FPS". Gameplay is based on -mostly- linear levels and
monster waves. Story is nearly non-existent and clich\u00e9 (year is 20XX and a virus bla bla). You have to kill all monsters to
advance to next checkpoint. Game saves your game automatically when you reach a checkpoint.
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Short pros\/cons list:

Pros:
+ Shotgun is satisfying
+ Since the game is really simple, it make you keep playing a little longer
+ Monsters aren't creepy but make you laugh (i'm serious, especially that headless weirdos)

Cons:
- Framerate issues (Unity)
- Sound effects, especially footsteps on metal surfaces
- Shotgun's secondary fire doesn't work
- Wave system
- Level design isn't good and levels consist of same, cramped areas

While we're purchasing that kind of cheap titles, we don't expect many things. Yet i believe that we have to write reasonable
things with their both strong and weak sides.

Try Putrefaction (while discounted) if you're extremely bored but don't expect a decent, short first person shooter experience..
This game was pretty freaky! If your a horror fan, pick this one up!
https:\/\/youtu.be\/c7SgaSr7Txo. 2 out of 10

Playerbase is completely dead, this is a multiplayer game with no players so it's effectively useless. Gamers move on and this is
magnified with mp VR games.

My score must reflect this glaring issue. Easily an 8 if there was anybody ever online. There are some solo scenarios versus AI,
but they can't save this game, they are really terrible and not worth the bother.

Short review as saying much more is irrelevant. Shame, not the devs fault he's done a really good job in creating a fun mp
shooter with some neat features. The game concept and execution are very good which makes it very sad to thumb down this
game.
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Like others i think there is a big need for more interaction with people and maybe things. The atmosphere is realy good and
everthing looks very immersive. But as long there is no interaction , this experience is not so good as is could be. It would be
nice for example to go to the DJ and interact wirh him to change the songs, or that you can invite someone to dance wirh you ,
or you can tell someone to leave the Disco. Also important is that there are more diversity in the dance moves , because after a
while , the people look like they are in a timeloop. And maybe a little bit rework of the faces , because some of the people look
really creapy....
Also would be great to see maybe some more settings like a 70\u00b4s Diso or a 50 \u00b4s Setting. Something like your
personal Disco time machine.
Finaly i think the concept has good potential when a few things will be add in the future. Just to see for example how was the
atmosphere in a disco at the specific time..... Great game! If you like any kind of motorcyle racing or road racing this game will
be fun for you. It has great AI that makes for intense racing and the career mode is very deep. I play alot of racing games and
this is by far the best motogp game I've played. Support milestone and purchase this game. The company has been putting alot
of effort into motogp and MXGP games recently and I would love to see them keep making great games.. This game made me
believe in God again..
This is a truly amazing game. You will die and you will lose stuff but as you learn the game you will die less and make more.
you just got to remember to only travel and carry things you can replace. alot of people who try the game never leave the starter
town. they die and quit. its not a easy game. the world is massive and has loads of places to explore and you can have Player to
player experiences like no other game.

look for a guild. the game doesnt just tell you were to get things. joining a guild is a great way to get knowledge from other
players and become viable to defend yourself and make things for yourself sooner.

10\/10 the greatest MMO ive played. i have way more hours in this game than steam says as i rarely play it with steam open or
even use steam and have played it for years before it was on steam. there is bi-weekly bug fixes and it has some of the
friendliest Devs ive seen in a game

the Lead Programmer Sebastian is The Man

give it a try and dont just stay in the first town. explore naked. visit towns. talk to people. dont let the griefers and player killers
get you down. skill up join people and practice so you can avoid and kill them.

. my dad is the kind of guy who has to be the best at everything. so when he saw me playing this game, of course he had to try it.
"i bet i can do even better than you", he said. i watched him fail, and fail, and fail over and over again. then i beat the level,
while he watched. i want to thank this game for giving me the gift of being better at something than my dad is. buy it, please..
Doesn't work.. awsome i dont know why poeple are dissing the track it is a awsome track to ride. I can see myself playing this
game more and more with it's repayable nature and online leaderboards.
Upgradable ability's are the icing on the cake, although i wish Smash was a online playable game of it's own!

https:\/\/youtu.be\/kZ1MPyQswnc

The graphics are great for what it is, but won't blow your socks off. The price like i say at the end of the video, is one too think
about before purchasing this product. In the short while i have played this (I can't wait to faceoff with the bosses) i would say no
to anyone critical over the pricing of there games. But taking into account it has a online aspect in it's leaderboard i would
assume some of it will go towards the servers keeping track of the scores. I don't know. I have found no reason to give this
anything but a thumbs up and look forward to seeing you on the leaderboards!

. Pixel Space is a very simple but very fun bullet hell-like game. Just don't expect to spend too much time on it.
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